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our shaykh is currently on the study programme of “fiqh and usul al-fiqh” at the faculty of applied islamic sciences in al-wahdat al-shakhsiyyah, riyadh. this scientific programme intends to provide leaders with clear rational methodology in islamic jurisprudence, juristic
principles and modernity, as well as the traditional aspects of the legal thought and the conditions, constraints, and mistakes in the process of islamic jurisprudence. he offers us important aspects of our life, we feel his recitation as a live speaker. the arabic, roman, and
hebrew languages in his verses contain the prophetic message in order to save the hearts of peoples, not only muslims, but also all the nations. he used to recite the beginning of the du’a-salat with extra thanks for god’s bestower, and its end is with a strong emphasis
on god’s greatness, and the fact that he (god) is the bestower and the best. he points out that he is only an interpreter of god’s message and since god almighty is the bestower, each reader and listener should be greatful to the almighty for his help. as a student, he

studied the recitation of numerous imams, in preparation for his first visit to the famous makkah mosque of imam musa al-kazim. this phenomenon -in addition to his methodical teaching- gained him an extensive audience during his time in riyadh. most of his recitation
is devoted to explaining the interpretation of the quran, and very little is devoted to making the quran better known or studied, a recurrent theme in traditional sufi poetry. he comes across as a very shy person and very modest.
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it is an online quran recitation with audio and mp3. the first recitation of this site is the recitation of the quran of sheikh al-qasim. there are also recitations of other prominent reciters, including sheikhs like al-hafiz ahmed al-nabeel, al-haafiz ahmed al-hussein, sheikhs
and students of the prophet muhammad like sheikhs al-khattab and al-kamil. this is an online quran recitation with audio and mp3. it includes the recitation of sheikhs and students of the prophet muhammad like al-khattab and al-kamil. there is also the recitation of the
quran with the late shaykh mohammad al-qasim al-eid and the recitation of the quran of the late sheikhs al-hafiz ahmed al-nabeel, al-hafiz ahmed al-hussein and al-mawlana al-maqdisi. al-qasim, is one of the most learned, most famous, and also one of the most beloved

and respected shaykhs of the quran. he is one of the most memorized in the world for the recitation of the quran. many people who know quran started to memorize quran by listening to him. he has many marvellous titles such as 'al-fatehaat' ('the man of faith'). his
recitation is powerful and effervescent. he has many titles such as 'al-muhsinah' and 'al-adhaba' which means 'the best of the muhsin' and 'the best of the adhab' respectively. what’s more, his reputation has been built upon his ability to present the essence of the

message of allah and sunnah by the holy prophet (peace be upon him) through the means of the quran sharif and tafseer sharif in a clear and easy manner. the recitation of the quran sharif, as well as the tafseer sharif, aims to enhance the understanding of the
prophetic sunnah and shariah rulings, as well as the prophet’s (peace be upon him) life in the context of the quran sharif. shaykh al qasim is recognized as one of the most prominent reciters of the quran sharif in the world. 5ec8ef588b
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